
Affected: The Manor

Choose a path and investigate the haunted manor to face your fears.

• Walk into the manor and choose one of three doors to enter
• Use your flashlight to illuminate the dark

Controls

Genre: Horror Players: 1 Age: Teen

Choose one of three paths and take on The Manor, where terror lies at every 
turn. There are no puzzles to solve or coins to collect, just nightmares to face. 
With its immersive sound and graphics, Affected has become one of the most 
popular VR horror games. Can you make it to the end without screaming?



The Bellows

Plunge yourself into a world of nightmares and discover how frightening VR can be.

• Reach for the hovering lantern to pick it up
• Hold the trigger while moving the controller to interact (turn a key, raise a lever)
• Look behind you when you reach the end of the blocked corridor. The lights will go 

out - look back and the lantern will appear
• You will need to turn around when a scary apparition appears in the mirror - 

confronting your fears is the only way to move forward! 

Controls

Genre: Horror Players: 1 Age: Teen

The storm has been raging for what feels like an eternity. As your windows 
clatter open yet again, you feel that something is not quite right. You cannot go 
back to sleep, so you must explore the building to its depth. A lantern is all you’ll 
have to confront the darkness and the monsters that lurk within.



Blackbeard: Trials of Skull Island

You and your pirate crew will team up to collect loot and fight fearsome foes!

• Use the trigger to fire your weapon
• Swing the controller to inflict melee damage
• Destroy crates & barrels to find treasure
• Shoot treasure maps for bonus points

Controls

Genre: Adventure Players: 1 - 4 Age: Everyone

Prove your worth in the trials of Skull Island! Loot treasure, defeat foes, and 
overcome special challenges to become a true pirate legend!



Bow Master

Shoot arrows at targets to gain points  and compete for the high score.

• Hold the right trigger and pull the controller back to draw an arrow
• Aim at the target and release the trigger to fire!
• All targets must be shot in some areas to proceed

Controls

Genre: Arcade Players: 1 Age: Everyone

What better place to practice your archery skills than a tropical island hideaway? 
Shoot the bullseye targets with speed and accuracy to set the high score. Hitting 
the cross targets will forfeit points. Race against the clock to complete the 
course. Keep practicing to improve your skills and become a Bow Master!



Bull Runner

Compete for the highest score by running as close to the bulls as
possible without getting gored!

• Run through the streets without getting gored by bulls
• Stay close to the bulls to score the most points

Controls

Genre:  Arcade Players: 1 Age: Everyone

The streets of Pamplona, Spain have been digitally recreated so that players can 
experience the thrill of running with the bulls. Stay close to them to score the 
most points, but watch out for their horns!



Coin Rush

Rush through each level while collecting coins to compete for the high score. 

• Reach out to pick up gold coins and other items
• Reach through the green rings to make more coins appear
• Press the trigger to propel the boxing glove to break blocks and beat enemies

Controls

Genre: Platformer Players: 1 Age: Everyone

Collect gold coins in this colorful island adventure for all ages! Find the spring-
loaded boxing glove to punch away bombs and cute but dangerous animals. 
Race across vanishing clouds and avoid the flamethrowers to reach the end of 
each stage safely, and defeat the bomb-firing tank boss!



Core Defense

Survive waves of robots and defend the Powercores in Core Defense.

• Use the trigger to fire your weapons
• Run over new weapons to pick them up
• To use the grenade, press and hold the grenade button, then thrust the controller 

forward and release the button to throw

Controls

Genre: Shooter, Arcade Players: 1 - 4 Age: Everyone

Core Defense tasks players with destroying waves of robots in three timed 
rounds. Players will protect the Powercore and destroy as many robots as 
possible to earn the high score and find their way onto the leaderboards.



Dead Zone: Zombies

Team up with friends and battle zombies to survive and score the most points!

• Use the trigger to fire your weapons
• Swing the controller to inflict melee damage
• Run over supply crates for bonus points
• Weapons will upgrade as you kill zombies

Controls

Genre: Shooter, Horror Players: 1 - 4 Age: Teen

Enter the Dead Zone and clear out the zombie horde! Compete for kills, find 
supplies, and work together with your teammates to survive.



Dreadhalls

Make it to the exit without being killed by the monsters that inhabit the labyrinth.

• Press the left touchpad to access your inventory
• Use the right trigger to interact with items and doors
• Use the left trigger to turn your lantern on and off
• Grab any oil you find, and replenish your lantern using the inventory

Controls

Genre: Horror Players: 1 Age: Teen

You are trapped inside a massive dungeon and are being stalked by the creatures 
that inhabit its corridors! Find the exit of the maze using your map and lantern 
to escape alive. Each monster requires a unique approach, and the map changes 
with each new game.



Elite Force

Join the Elite Force and fight against your friends in this military shooter. 

• Use the trigger to fire your weapons
• To use the grenade: hold the trigger, make a throwing motion, then release the trigger
• After throwing the grenade, pull the trigger again to make it detonate
• If health is low, evade until it regenerates

Controls

Genre: Military Shooter Players: 1 - 4 Age: Teen

Elite Force is a military-themed, deathmatch-style shooter. Players will be 
fighting each other, as well as enemy soldiers that appear in the level. Eliminate 
all opponents to score points. The player with the most points wins!



The Exorcist: Legion VR

Investigate cases of demonic possession, and use holy items
to exorcize demons from their victims.

• To open the exorcism kit, look at your wristwatch until it appears
• Hover over “Show Hint” in your exorcism kit to see objective
• Aim the crucifix at the demon until it glows brightly
• To throw holy water, thrust the controller forward and release the trigger

Controls

Genre: Horror Players: 1 Age: Teen

Set in the academy-award winning world created by horror maestro William 
Peter Blatty. Each case features a unique demonic entity that will test your 
courage and resolve. Not for the faint-hearted!



Hardpoint

Capture the Hardpoint to score points and win the game.

• Use the trigger to fire your weapons
• Run over new weapons to pick them up
• Run over health items to restore health

Controls

Genre: Shooter, Arcade Players: 2 - 4 Age: Everyone

Compete against your friends in Hardpoint, an arena-style shooter in which 
only the person or team occupying the Hardpoint scores points.



Hyperdrome

Objective: Beat your friends in this fun, neon-lit arena shooter. 

• Use the right trigger to fire
• Pick up weapons by running over purple boxes
• Use your sword by holding the right touchpad, then swing at your opponent
• Deflect attacks with your sword or shield in your left hand
• View your score by holding the left trigger and looking at your shield

Controls

Genre: Shooter Players: 2+ Ages: Everyone

Challenge your friends in the futuristic, neon-lit “Hyperdrome”. You will battle 
each other with powerful laser weapons and an “instant-kill” sword, while 
defending yourself with a see-through shield. Gain a temporary advantage with 
the “god-mode” power-up, and chase your terrified opponents across the stage!



Karnage Chronicles

Fight mobs of enemies, grab loot, and defeat each boss to unlock new levels.

• To switch weapons, press left or right on the right touchpad
• To shoot your bow, use the right trigger
• Also use the right trigger to interact with objects
• To access the game menu, tap the menu button at the top of the left controller

Controls

Genre: Adventure Players: 1 Age: Teen

You are a Murkwraith on a mission to defeat enemies of the land and restore 
order in this high fantasy epic. Dodge incoming arrows and charging enemies, 
or deflect incoming attacks with your shield. Use your weapons with precision, 
and swing your blades as you would in real life to conquer the evil menace!



Nature Treks

Explore natural environments and interact with them using the magic orbs.

• Look at the place you wish to visit and hold the trigger to select it
• Tap the menu button at the top of the left controller to select a new area
• To use an orb, touch it and squeeze the grip button (in the side of the controller)
• Press “Up” on the left touchpad to see the controls in-game

Controls

Genre: Exploration Players: 1 Age: Everyone

Escape into a world of peace, calm and relaxation by immersing yourself in these 
unique, atmospheric environments. Each has been expertly crafted to harness 
and reflect specific emotional states using immersive sound and color. Visit a 
tropical island, go on safari, or see the northern lights through falling snow.



Primordian

Defeat the hostile foes and progress through the open gates.

• Use the trigger to fire your pistol (for the crossbow, hold and release to fire)
• Swing your sword to inflict melee damage
• Punch or grab by holding the trigger with an empty hand
• Change weapons by squeezing the grip button (in the side of the controller handle)

Controls

Genre: Fantasy Players: 1 Age: Teen

Travel billions of years into the past to a planet in the center of the universe. You 
are Grygor - a warrior sent on a  mission to retrieve artifacts that were stolen 
from your people many years ago. Recover the artifacts from the light temples, 
taking down any who stand in your way - including a towering spider monster!



Project Ghost

Defeat enemies and move through each area to complete your GHOST training.

• Reach for the swords at the beginning to pick them up
• Swing your swords to defeat holograms or block incoming missiles
• Pick up health items by walking over them
• Bring the swords together and hold the right trigger to use the bow

Controls

Genre: Adventure Players: 1 Age: Everyone

Travel to the exotic landscapes of the Galilean Moons and face their dangers as 
a GHOST Assassin. To complete your training you must overcome a series of 
increasingly difficult holographic enemies, from Ninjas to Scorpions! Use your 
wits and high-tech weaponry to survive the fast-paced action.



Quell 4D

Fight mobs of enemies and pick up keycards to unlock new levels.

• Use the trigger to fire your weapons
• To change weapons, hold the right touchpad, point at the new weapon, and release
• To exit to the menu, hold the left touchpad

Controls

Genre: Shooter Players: 1 Age: Mature

Quell 4D is about shooting first and asking questions later, in a “retro but 
awesome” vector art style. You will make use of six guns, tailored for different 
situations. Featuring three intricate bosses with unique mechanics - expect  
some intense firefights in proper “bullet hell” fashion.



Red October

Compete for the most kills against your friends or AI controlled bots in a 
challenging deathmatch where every shot counts!

• Check your health and ammo by looking at your wristwatch
• Red flashes indicates damage and direction of incoming fire
• Hold onto a rifle with two hands by reaching underneath the rifle with your off-hand 

and pulling the trigger once to grab it

Controls

Genre: Shooter Players: 1 - 6 Age: Teen

This military shooter features 8 different weapons, 2 character classes, and 
multiplayer for up to 6 people. Get ready for a firefight!



TRAVR: Shadow Ops

Investigate the cause of the catastrophic destruction at the Blacksite Research Facility.

• Follow agent Craddock into the research facility
• Use the trigger to fire your weapon
• Run on the Omni to “double-time” it!

Controls

Genre: Shooter, Horror Players: 1 Age: Teen

Take on the role of a secret agent called upon to solve mysterious occurrences in 
the near future. Agent Omega is transported to a covert “Blacksite” facility where 
a team of scientists has been attempting to weaponize a holy artifact linked to 
demonic possession. Prepare to face the awful fallout of these experiments!



TRAVR: Training Ops

Speed through each level and shoot targets accurately to set the highest score.

• Use the trigger to fire your pistols
• Shoot targets to deactivate lasers and turrets and score points
• Step onto elevators to activate them

Controls

Genre: Arcade Players: 1 Age: Everyone

Compete for the highest score across 10 obstacle-course levels by shooting
targets and establishing a record time. Avoid penalties by not shooting the
blue targets and not getting hit. You will face increasingly difficult AI turrets
determined to stop you in your tracks with flames, laser beams, and plasma fire!



Vindicta

Destroy all robots to proceed to the next area and complete your mission.

• Use the trigger to fire your weapons
• Drop or pick up weapons using the grip button (in the side of the controller)
• Pick up health and ammo by reaching for them

Controls

Genre: Shooter, Arcade Players: 1 Age: Teen

Discover a new level of VR action gaming in an epic battle between you and the 
machines. Feel your heart race as you pick up military-grade weapons to fight 
off the evil robots out to take you down! Make it through without losing a life, 
and go for headshots and group kills to achieve the highest score.



VRZ Torment

Survive the zombie horde as long as you can and get the high score!

• Use the trigger to fire your weapons  - these upgrade automatically
• Reload your weapon by squeezing the grip button (in the side of the controller handle)

Controls

Genre: Shooter, Horror Players: 8 Age: Teen

Up to 8 players can team up to fight hordes of zombies using a huge arsenal of 
firearms including shotguns, rifles, miniguns, and revolvers! Try to get the high 
score before you and your teammates run out of lives, and don’t let the zombies 
surround you!
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